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The year 2020 put forth a unique challenge 
for all of us. While each one of us had our 
own set of dif�culties, schools and teachers 
had to endure the toughest challenge of 
going digital with education. Many 
institutions have spoken about them being 
digitally enabled but this ability was put to 
test in the year 2020. I think it’s safe to say 
that education carried on in the best way possible and now a new 
challenge has slowly started uncovering itself, examinations!

As the academic year moves towards its �nal leg, educators have now 
begun considering various methods through which examinations can be 
conducted. Several institutions have adopted a proctored model. This is 
apt in many cases but may not be economical and easily implementable 
for all institutions. In a scenario like this, educational institutions may 
now have to consider the option of open book exams. While it may be 
perceived to be an extremely easy solution for students, in reality it has 
merits that will help realise the very purpose of education.

The two main types of open book exams are restricted and unrestricted. 
The restricted type allows the students to carry only the few books 
approved by the teachers to the exam hall. The unrestricted or free type 
allows the students to bring in any books of their choice. In the current 
situation however, the students are studying from home which makes it 

      RASHMI MARIAN FURTADO
      Senior Editor, TeacherTribe.world

Educators, open up
to open book exams
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impossible to restrict the types of 
books or material that they may use. 
An unrestricted open book exam 
seems like the best option. As an 
educator, one may wonder as to 
why am I suggesting this type of 
examination. Firstly, the fear of 
students cheating or using unfair 
means to score is nipped in the bud. 
The following points of views may 
help us understand open book examinations better.  

Unlike the popular belief, open book examinations are not easy to score in. 
Case study method or scenario-based questions can be given to the 
students. Different set of questions can be created for different students 
to ensure they do not discuss the answers. This method of questioning 
also drives the students to apply thought and encourages analytical 
thinking. It pushes them beyond mere recall and discourages rote 
learning. So by design, this method of questioning encourages learning 
and in-depth understanding of concepts rather than reproducing what’s 
been memorised. Mugging up concepts will also stop. Educators will know 
the reason behind why some school toppers, don’t necessarily do well at 
various contests and competitions, where application of thought and 
thinking on one’s feet is very important. 

Open book examinations will bring about a fundamental change in 
perspective and move the focus of education to learning and application 
than just recollection and memorising. This doesn’t mean students will 
not have to study. In fact, it means they will have to study harder as they 
now have to understand the concept and apply it to the problem at hand. 
If the questions are based on various scenarios the students will not be 
able to simply locate the answers in a book and reproduce them. The 
questions in an open book examination need to be formulated in a 
manner that they encourage and evaluate application and interpretation 
of knowledge, analytical skills, critical thinking skills, comprehension 
skills, problem solving and so on. While we have spoken of various 
bene�ts of open book examinations, having certain ground rules in  

The fact is that given the 
challenges we face, 
education doesn’t need 
to be reformed - it needs 
to be transformed.

          -Sir Ken Robinson
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place is important. Proper allocation of time duration for the exam is 
essential. Ensuring that plagiarism is penalised is another important rule 
to be put in place.

Many top universities from all over the world have implemented open book 
exams. The year 2020 has witnessed many institutions in India adopting 
this revolutionary method of examination. While it has been around for a 
long time, it’s never been implemented in the manner in which it is now. 
It disguises itself as an extremely easy type of examination, while in reality 
it can be one of the most dif�cult types and arguably provides the most 
amount of learning for a child. I urge all you teachers and educators to try 
this method in a small way in your respective classes and consider it as an 
option for the �nal exams. In the words of Sir Ken Robinson, “The fact is 
that given the challenges we face, education doesn’t need to be reformed - 
it needs to be transformed.” All you teachers and educators can truly 
transform education.                   

Yours Positively! 

Rashmi Furtado
rashmi@greycaps.com

A natural writer, teacher and a passionate content creator, Rashmi has authored 
the Cu and Rio series and created the Keystones program on Values Education 
from Greycaps. She is one of the founders of  TeacherTribe.world. She is a 
sought after speaker at educational conferences, facilitator programs and for 
motivational talks to students at schools across India. She holds a Master’s 
Degree from the prestigious NIT Suratkal where she also taught before joining 
Greycaps. Rashmi is also a popular quiz host for schools, colleges and large 
corporate audiences. She has co-hosted the Tata Crucible quiz, Canara Bank 
National School Quiz and Travel Quest by Thomas Cook.

@rashmimfurtado
@rashmimfurtado
Rashmi Furtado
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G. Balasubramanian is a doyen of school education in 
India. He has held several positions of leadership at 
CBSE, including Director Academics. He was the brain 
behind the introduction of several innovations at CBSE, 
which included frontline curriculum, communicative 
approach to language teaching, Information Technology, 
alternatives to homework, etc. He is also an author, poet 
and a sought-after speaker at educational conferences 
world over. This article has been taken from
G. Balasubramanian’s of�cial website balaspeaks.in 

     G. BALASUBRAMANIAN

Curricular framework

Role of pedagogy

Technology as a carrier
of knowledge

IMPACT PREVIEWOften, I see serious misgivings 
about the curriculum in some 
educational platforms and 
organisations. Such misgivings 
are likely to impact their policy 
perspectives and methods of 
administering education. 
In turn, this would impact 
how our learners learn and 
how they would shape to meet 
the challenges of the future.

While most countries have their 
own policies with regard to 
administration of education 
which are based on their 

The road is not the 

destination

The curriculum acts 
as the source and 
fountain-head for the 
design of the syllabus 
in various disciplines 
of learning.
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socio-political concerns and 
cultural and geographical 
environments including their 
heritage, the derivatives of the 
policy result in the design of the 
curriculum. In a country like 
ours, with multi-lingual and 
multi-cultural dimensions, 
a curricular framework 
designed at the center facilitates 
�exibility and freedom to use the 
framework in the local context 
with marginal interventions at the local level.

The curriculum acts as the source and fountain-head for the design of 
the syllabus in various disciplines of learning. To put it differently, the 
syllabus draws its strength from the curriculum. The transaction of the 
curriculum through the various instruments of the syllabi leads to the 
enrichment and empowerment of the learners. The role of pedagogy as 
the instrument of effective transaction has always been recognised.

The textbooks draw their strength from the syllabus and the curriculum 
and act as tools for effective learning to achieve the curricular ends. 
But it must be understood that the role of the textbook is only as a 
facilitation tool for effective learning to achieve the curricular ends. 
The textbooks, by themselves, do not de�ne the curriculum in totality, 
as there are several formal and informal instruments of learning that 
help to enrich the curricular objectives. The learner has both freedom 
and access to such portal of learning which cannot be and should not 
be restrained. ‘Freedom to Learn’ is the right of every informed learner 
and this freedom covers even the instruments of learning one uses to 
achieve the goals in an easy, effective and productive manner. Any 
attempt to limit learning only to a speci�ed textbook may help in 
administering an examination but not in empowering learning or 
achieving the curricular objectives.

To close our eyes to 
explosion of knowledge 
and methods of access 
to knowledge portal for 
the younger generation, 
would, indeed be a 
retrograde step.
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With technology making a 
powerful intervention as a 
‘carrier of knowledge and skills’, 
the print models are increasingly 
becoming irrelevant, though they 
cannot be written off for the next 
few decades at least. Hence, the 
volume of resources for learning 
gets enlarged for the learners and it would be improper to restrict such 
domains of knowledge intervention with a limited objective in mind. 
To close our eyes to explosion of knowledge and methods of access to 
knowledge portal for the younger generation, would, indeed be a 
retrograde step.

Our educational systems, be it at the school level or at the university level, 
should wake up to such challenges and be realistic in formulation of their 
present policies of curriculum administration, rather than hanging to 
traditional modes exclusively and shun the ‘ivory tower’ approach in 
knowledge management and administration.

The learners, 
be assured, 
will learn 
through all 
these modern 
interventions, 
in spite of all 
road blocks.

It is time that 
we understand 
that ‘the road 
is not the 
destination’.

Picture credits - tosshub.com

The learners will learn 
through all these 
modern interventions, in 
spite of all road blocks.
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      Author - KWAME ADAMS
      Credit - This article was �rst published on the website, gse.harvard.edu

When I �rst began teaching math in 
2014, after introductions I asked all 
students who loved math to raise 
their hands. They seemed confused 
by my question, so I repeated it. 
After a few chuckles, two out of 
24 students raised their hands. 
When I asked who was not looking 
forward to math this year, the other 
22 hands shot up immediately and 
laughter overcame the group. This would take place every year on the �rst 
day of class during the academic year, as well as during summer enrichment 
programs. One thing was clear — kids didn’t like math.

But what became evident in their reasoning was that it wasn’t about 
fractions, long division, or solving equations. Instead, it was about trust: 
students wanted to know their teacher would meet them where they were, 
would teach them multiple ways of �nding solutions, and would let them 
make mistakes when solving problems. Students wanted a classroom that 
re�ected their culture and identity, rather than one that served to reinforce 
the oppressive racial hierarchy. 

To build this kind of trust, educators must be more creative and �exible 
in the ways they present math to students and allow families into their 
classrooms to enhance student engagement. Here are a few ways to get 
started rethinking math instruction.

Building trust in math

Math – More than just
numbers

Math – Beyond equations
and expressions

IMPACT PREVIEW

Math ain't that hard,
but establishing trust is
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     Math is more than     
     numbers
Math is deeply connected to one’s 
sense of self since it requires 
vulnerability and the ability to 
make mistakes. But not all students 
arrive prepared for that challenge. 
As a result, math educators need 
to create classroom spaces that are 
both af�rming and motivating, while 
providing students with opportunities to collaborate and independently 
problem solve. Educators should focus not only on increasing critical 
thinking, ef�ciency, and collaboration, but also on developing empathy, 
self-care, and critical consciousness. Establish the necessary trust by:

    Investigating the relationships students had with their previous math 
    teacher(s).
    Engaging students in conversations about their interests, culture(s), 
    and beliefs.
    Steeping math in contexts they are familiar with to enable a deeper 
    connection to the content personally and academically.

     Engagement beyond phone calls
Yet creating strong relationships with both students and their families    
will take more than a few phone calls. Educators must create ways to 
communicate with families and get information in meaningful ways. 
Families that are seen as resources, act as such, which enables them to 
teach math to, or relearn math alongside their student, increasing 
engagement. A few ideas to increase family engagement and support 
relationship building include: 

    Surveys
    Parent-facing learning materials like note sheets, lesson/content 
    overviews, videos that support learning
    Scheduling parent meetings outside of the building

Math educators need to 
create classroom spaces
that are both af�rming
and motivating, while 
providing students with 
opportunities to collaborate 
and independently 
problem solve. 
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    Introducing local community-based supports like free tutoring at local 
    libraries, local non-pro�t organizations and foundations that provide not 
    only core academic enrichment but mentorship, community service 
    projects, career exploration, and travel opportunities, to name a few.
    Creating school-wide events 
    around mathematics

Remember, families want to support 
their student in meaningful ways, 
but a lot of families do not remember 
the content, or the way in which they 
learned it is outdated. Providing 
parents with supports will empower 
them to engage in and support your 
classroom. Your investment in the 
entire household will not be in vain 
— you are rede�ning what math is and can be for the whole family.

     Math beyond equations and expressions
Educators must move away 
from the dichotomy of ‘skill 
versus will’ and recognize 
the role our practices have 
on the ways in which 
students and their families 
see and feel the content. 
Recognizing that student 
performance is more than 
their capacity to complete a 
task, paired with their desire 
to complete said task and 
recognize how strong 
pedagogical practices can change how students view and interact with the 
content. Through strengthening pedagogical practices, students will feel 
empowered to not only gain the skills necessary to complete tasks but will 
have the desire to learn more as they see how their knowledge will help 
them strengthen themselves and their community.

Educators should focus 
not only on increasing 
critical thinking, 
ef�ciency, and 
collaboration, but also 
on developing empathy, 
self-care, and critical 
consciousness.
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     Some mindsets that math educators could 
bene�t from 
    Believing that math learned in class has in�uence beyond the schoolyard.

    Possessing high expectations of all learners and being consistent in 
    feedback processes, engaging students in conversations about their 
    progress, and connecting their current progress to future aspirations  
    and expectations in their desired industry/profession. 

    Adapting to the needs of all of your learners and allowing them to give 
    you feedback not only on  
    your teaching, but how 
    you are supporting their 
    individual needs. It is also 
    important to be in constant 
    communication with 
    families so that you do  
    not push a student too 
    hard if they are in a 
    vulnerable place.  

    Creating a collaborative 
    culture in your classroom 
    that enables students to 
    recognize the power of working in community with others rather than 
    competing against them.

This rede�ned understanding of the content allows students to see their 
peers, families, and themselves more positively, improving how they 
collaborate and support each other’s learning. It is through this process of 
realizing themselves and the humanity in those around them, that students 
can see the ways in which math shapes their world.
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Good teaching is de�ned as an instruction that leads to effective learning. 
Which means, thorough and a lasting acquisition of the knowledge, skills 
and values the instructor.

Well formulated instructional objectives can help instructors prepare 
lecture and assignment schedules and facilitate construction in – class 
activities, out-of-class assignment and tests. 

     Write instruction objectives
Instructional objectives are statements of speci�c observable action that 
student should be able to perform if they have mastered the content and 
skills the instructor has to attempt to teach.

Following are illustrative phrases that might be attached to the stem 

      DR. RAGHVENDRA KUMAR DWIVEDI 
      Principal, Dalmia Vidya Mandir, 
      Rajgangpur (Odisha)

Dr. Raghvendra Kumar has more than 27 years of 
teaching experience. He has a MSc. Ph.D., M.Phil. 
(Physics) and M.Ed. He has many awards to his 
credit, which include ‘Best Performance in Academics 
CBSE Principal Award’ by the Ministry of HRD,
New Delhi in 2015 and ‘Top 100 Highly Effective 
Principal Award 2018’ by AKS New Delhi.

Dr. Raghvendra is currently the Principal of Dalmia Vidya Mandir, Rajgangpur 
in Odisha.

How to improve 
teaching quality
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of an instructional objectives, grouped in six categories according to the 
level of thinking they require -

1. Knowledge (repeating verbatim)
2. Comprehension (demonstrating and understanding of terms and 

concepts)
3. Application (solving problems)
4. Analysis (breaking things into their elements, formulating theoretical 

explanations or mathematical or logical models for observed 
phenomena)

5. Synthesis (creating something, combining elements in novel ways)
6. Evaluation (choosing from among alternatives) 

The six given categories are the cognitive domain levels of Bloom’s 
Taxonomy of educational objectives (Bloom 1954). The last three categories 
– synthesis, analysis and evaluation – are often referred to as the higher 
level thinking skills .

Perhaps the greatest bene�t comes when the objectives cover all of the 
content and skills the instructor wishes to teach and they are handed out 
as study guided prior to examination.

     Use active learning in class
Most students cannot stay focused throughout the class. After about 
10 minutes, their attention begins to drift, �rst for a brief moment then for 
a longer interval. A classroom research study showed that immediately 
after the teaching session, students recalled only 70% in �rst ten minutes 
and only 20% of that from the last ten minutes (McKeachie-1999).

Students’ attention can be maintained throughout a class session by 
periodically giving them something to do. Many different activities can 
serve this purpose. (Bonwell and Eison 1991).

At some point during a class, the teacher can tell the students to get into 
groups of two or three. One group can be asked to question, while the other 
group can answer the questions. The teacher can later randomly call one or 
more students to present their solutions. Calling on students rather than 
asking for volunteers is essential.

TEACHER
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Active learning exercises may address a variety of objectives. Some 
examples follow -

A) Recalling prior material - The students may be given one minute to list 
as many points they can recall about the previous lesson or topic covered in 
an assigned reading.

B) Responding to the questions - Any question asked in the class can be 
directed to group. Very few students will be willing to answers the questions 
even if they know the answers. 

C) Problem solving - A large problem can always be broken into a series of 
steps such as paraphrasing the problem statements, sketching or �ow 
chart, predicting the answer or a solution, solving them or outlining a 
solution procedure.

D) Explaining written material (TAPPS- Thinking –Aloud Pair Problem 
Solving) - This is a powerful activity for helping students understand a body 
of material. The students are put in pairs and given a text passage or a 
worked-out derivation or problem solution. After 5- 6 minutes, the teacher 
can call on one or two pairs to summarise their explanations up to point in 
the text and the students reverse roles within their pairs and continue from 
the point.

E) Analytical, critical and creative thinking - The students can be asked to 
list assumptions, problems, errors or ethical dilemmas in a case study or 
design, explain technical concept in jargon- free terms, �nd the logical �ow 
in an argument, predict the outcome of an experiment or explain an 
observed outcome in term of course concepts. 

F) Generating questions and summarizing - The students may be given a 
minute to come up with two good questions about the preceding lecture 
segment or to summarise the major points in the lecture just concluded.

     Use cooperative learning
Cooperative Learning (CL) is an instruction that involves students working 
in teams to accomplish an assigned task and produce a �nal product 
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(e.g. a problem solution, critical analysis, laboratory report or process) 
under conditions that include the following elements (Johnson etail 1998) - 

1. Positive interdependence - Team members are obliged to rely on one 
another to achieve the goal. If the team members fail to do their part, 
everyone on the team suffers consequences.

2. Individual accountability - All team members are held accountable, both 
for doing their shared work and for understanding everything in the �nal 
product.

3. Face to face promotive interaction - Although some of the group work 
may be done individually with team members providing mutual feedback 
and guidance, challenging one another and working towards consensus is 
important.

4. Appropriate use of teamwork - Students are encouraged to develop and 
exercise leadership, communication, con�ict management and 
decision-making skills. (This is very important and is a part of CCE).

5. Regular self-assessment of team functioning - Team member set goals, 
periodically assess how well they are working together and identify changes 
they will make to function more effectively in the future.

Some suggested guidelines to realise the bene�ts and avoids the pitfalls of 
cooperative learning are:

a) Proceed gradually when using cooperative learning for the �rst time.
b) Form teams of 3-4 students for ‘out of class’ assignments.
c) Give more challenging assignments to teams than to individuals.
d) Help students how to work effectively in teams.
e) Take measures to provide positive interdependence.
f) Impose individual accountability in as many ways as possible. 

Cooperative learning is most likely to succeed if the instructor anticipates 
and understands student resistance and its origins, the forms it might take 
and, ways to defuse and eventually overcome it. 
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In the midst of the Coronavirus crisis, 
numerous home remedies that help 
boost immunity have emerged. 
Some talk about garlic, some about 
turmeric, but many talk about 
popping in vitamin C supplements 
regularly to boost immunity.

The thing is though – the immune 
boosting properties of vitamin C is really 
old news. Our forefathers have always 
talked about eating foods that are high in 
vitamin C to lower our chances of picking 
up a common cold.

     Our immune system and  
     vitamin C
When a bacteria or virus enters our body, 
the defence system in the body is kickstarted into high gear. The soldiers  

      DR. VIVEK BALIGA
      Cardiologist and Consultant Physician

Dr. Vivek Baliga B. is a consultant physician and 
cardiologist, and director of Baliga Diagnostics in 
Bangalore. He is a keen advocate of patient education 
and loves to blog about all things health related.
Learn more about him at drvivekbaliga.com.

Vitamin C and our
immune system

How vitamin C boosts
immunity

Role of vitamin C in
COVID infection

IMPACT PREVIEW

Pollution may also 
have a role in low 
vitamin C levels in 
the blood.

Vitamin C and your immunity

here’s how it helps
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of our body – the immune cells – jump into action and try to �ght off the 
invading organism as fast as possible. While there are multiple factors at 
play in keeping our immune system strong, vitamin C has a vital role in 
keeping it powerful.

Vitamin C is not manufactured 
in our body. We need to source 
it through foods. De�ciency of 
vitamin C causes scurvy in 
children, which is a potentially 
life-threatening problem in them. 
Low immunity leads to increased 
risk of serious infections.

Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin, which means that it is not stored 
in the body. It constantly needs topping up through diet and supplements. 
The recommended daily allowance of vitamin C is 90 mg. Smokers need an 
additional 35 mg. We require around 100 to 200 mg per day of vitamin C in 
our diet to ensure we have enough in our bloodstream.

However, despite its wide availability in foods, we sometimes do not 
consume enough. This might be due to poor dietary habits (not eating 
enough fruits and veggies), smoking, alcohol abuse and poor 
socio-economic status. Pollution may also have a role in low vitamin C 
levels in the blood.

     How does vitamin C boost immunity?
There are multiple ways vitamin C can power up your immune system.

    Firstly, it is a powerful antioxidant. This means it can �ght harmful free 
radicals that are responsible for weakening the immune system, causing 
heart disease and similar conditions and premature ageing. The antioxidant 
effect is further enhanced with vitamin E.

    Vitamin C is an integral part of numerous enzyme reactions within the 
body that maintain the structural integrity of collagen. Collagen is a part of 
our skin and other tissues and forms a barrier against entry of bacteria and 

Vitamin C can �ght harmful 
free radicals that are 
responsible for weakening the 
immune system, causing heart 
disease and similar conditions 
and premature ageing.
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viruses into the body. If you 
were to suffer an injury, 
vitamin C stimulates 
collagen synthesis and 
helps heal the wound faster.

    When our body is 
invaded by a virus or 
bacteria, hormones 
called catecholamines are 
released to stimulate the heart. This makes the heart pump harder, 
delivering oxygen-rich and nutrient-rich blood to all vital organs. 
Vitamin C plays a pivotal role in the synthesis of these catecholamines.

    The white blood cells in the body, also called leukocytes, are responsible 
for �ghting off infections. Vitamin C helps increase the number of 
neutrophils – cells that �ght off bacterial infections – by accumulating 
within each of the cells.

    It also helps guide neutrophils to areas where there is an infection – 
a phenomenon called chemotaxis. The neutrophils then move on to ‘eat up’ 
the bacteria, thus removing it from the body (this is called phagocytosis). 
Vitamin C helps promote and enhance both chemotaxis and phagocytosis.

While there is some information on how good vitamin C is for immunity, 
the evidence is not really solid. There are only a few clinical trials that have 
looked at intravenous injections of vitamin C, rather than oral vitamin C. 
For example, some animal studies found that intravenous vitamin C can 
lower lung in�ammation in patients with swine �u.

     Role in COVID infection
I am sure you are wondering whether vitamin C can protect you against the 
Coronavirus SARS CoV-19.

A study in a Chinese journal reported that high dose vitamin C had some 
bene�t in those hospitalised with COVID infection. Those given intravenous 
vitamin C had some improvement in lung function.
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Take the common cold. There is evidence that vitamin C supplements 
can shorten the duration of the cold but may not necessarily lower your 
chances of catching it. But you must take the supplements every day, as 
just taking it during the time when you are suffering from a cold has no 
real bene�t.

Unfortunately, the real bene�t against the COVID infection is not known. 
Studies in patients without COVID infections in an ICU setting who were 
administered 1-3 grams of vitamin C every day had shorter ventilation 
times and ICU stays.

There is a study currently underway looking at intravenous vitamin C in 
COVID patients in France. Currently, even in India, COVID-19 diagnosed 
patients are being treated with intravenous vitamin C as a part of the 
protocol of management.

The bottom line is that there is 
really no harm in taking vitamin C 
supplements, as it can have some 
effect on your immunity. These are 
available for adults and children 
as well. But don’t expect it to 
protect you fully from COVID-19 
infections.

If you can do, include foods such as citrus fruits, broccoli, gooseberry, 
tomatoes, spinach, and pumpkin in your diet. These are good natural 
sources of vitamin C.

Remember, overdosing on vitamin C can cause loose stools, and is probably 
pointless anyway, as any excess will come out in your urine. Follow a 
healthy balanced diet, perform regular exercise, and avoid smoking and 
excessive alcohol.

These are the best ways to truly boost your immunity.
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Due to the current 
global pandemic, 
the Haryana 
government has 
decided to give 
tablets to the 
students free of 
cost. The devices 
will be provided 
to children studying 
in classes VII to XII, 
belonging to 
all categories. 
The decision has 
been taken by the Haryana state government to take advantage of the 
virtual world and not compromise with the �ow of education for the 
current situation of COVID-19.

The tablets would be distributed to the students, but it would be the 
property of the government and the students will have to return them after 
clearing the class XII examination, as reported by the Haryana government. 

Free tablets for students 
in Haryana

Education news
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West Bengal 
Education Minister, 
Partha Chatterjee, 
reported that the 
West Bengal 
government 
has decided to 
accept the expert 
recommendation 
and reduce the 
board exam 2021 
syllabus for 
classes 10 and 12 
due to the global 
pandemic.

About 35% syllabus reduction at the higher and higher secondary levels has 
been decided by the syllabus reforms committee for the 2021 board exam.

West Bengal Board of Secondary Education and West Bengal Council of 
Higher Secondary Education stated that they will be declaring the West 
Bengal Uchha Madhyamik (Class 12 board exam) and Madhyamik (Class 10 
board exam) exam dates at an appropriate time.

There are no immediate possibilities of re-opening state-run or private 
schools, according to Partha Chatterjee. The school education department 
would ensure that schools take necessary measures for maintaining 
COVID-19 safety norms before they reopen. 

West Bengal reduces 
board exam 2021 syllabus 

for classes 10 and 12
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I should write. I need to write. 
I have to write. This is the most 
common chant many new writers 
repeat in their heads. 

There are numerous budding writers 
who tell themselves every day that 
they should seriously start writing, 
but never get to sit down to do it. Call it procrastination, lack of zeal or lack 
of con�dence, maybe a mixture of all these, they never seem to get done 
what they have always wanted to do.

I am sure it happens with many of us. When we are in the thick of a project, 
or preparing for exams, or in the midst of a much-focused activity, we get 
this itch to write something, something which at that moment appears to be 
of Shakespearean level to us. We feel we are the next J. K. Rowling in the 
making. How we wish to throw everything aside and sit with our laptop to 
click away all the bubbling thoughts that are dying to take shape. But then, 
we have to do what we have to do. And the present task is more important 
and time bound. 

At times like these, when writing isn't a possibility, many people make a
mental vow that the minute they �nish the current task, the �rst thing  

      MOQHEETA MEHBOOB
      School Development Consultant

Moqheeta Mehboob is a School Development Consultant. She has worked on a 
national level to improve the teaching and learning quality at schools. 

This article is addressed to those new writers who have so much to share and 
have always wanted to write but are stuck in the initial stages. 

Even if you get stuck with 
bland vocabulary or shaky 
sentence structure, just type 
away whatever you can and 
later better your work. 

Writer's hiccups
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they will do is sit and write. Just write away. Well, the project gets �nished, 
people take more than required languid mornings and lazy evenings but 
the laptop doesn't get to hear the click clack. 

This is a common starting trouble 
faced by many individuals. So, I would 
like to share some tips which will help 
you write. 

       Switch off the WiFi. No messages or 
videos in between the typing. Even if you 
get stuck with bland vocabulary or shaky sentence structure, just type 
away whatever you can and later better your work. 

       No coffee or snacks during your writing time. A simple cup of tea 
and a biscuit can act as a major distraction for some. Sometimes the tea 
just doesn't seem sweet enough; sometimes it’s not hot enough, the 
biscuits may make your hands sticky. So no to any eatables during your 
typing time. 

       No going back to reading what you have typed. Many a times, your 
own typing discourages you from writing further. Only after you have 
drained your mind of all that you want to write, should you go to recheck 
your work. Be the writer, and then become the editor. But don't multitask. 

       Always choose a place away from people you know. It doesn't 
necessarily have to be a quiet place because sometimes it’s hard to �nd 
such spots, but you can de�nitely �nd a spot where no one knows you and 
you do not know anyone. It will help you stay focused and will bring the 
small talk and the unnecessary conversations to a complete zero.  

       Try not to correct the spelling or typing mistakes in the middle of your 
writing. Proof reading can be done later. 

       Avoid phone calls that can be avoided. 

Now that the little rules are set, let me share some bigger rules, rules that 
will test your tenacity. 

Just like your writing, 
try to keep your 
reading choice also 
simple and varied. 
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• Make sure you write anything in between 300-500 words in a day.

• Write on any topic. It could vary from food to fashion. Skills to strategies. 
It could be about your work or the world. You shouldn't limit your writing 
practise to the area of your interest or your work.

• Write in any language. Don’t think English is the only medium you need 
to write in. Writing is more important than the language. 

• Increase your circle of writer friends. Find out their struggles and their 
successes. 

• Make friends with people who are motivated and disciplined. 

• Make a writing buddy. You can co-author something with your friend. 
This usually is a good start.  

• Also �nd a good and honest reviewer for your work. Pieces that you might 
feel are superb might be rubbish for the reader. And what you feel is a 
pathetic piece of work might be of interest to people. So �nding an honest 
and knowledgeable reviewer is very important.  

• Read other people's work - work similar to yours. When experts suggest 
that one should read every day in order to write, many fail to understand 
what to read. In this confusion people choose books that are too mature for 
them. They pick the best selling author’s book and try to take writing tips 
from that level. Just like your writing, try to keep your reading choice also 
simple and varied. 

• Write without drawing a very rigid boundary around your writing. 
Allow your writing to take any direction it wants to on that particular day.  

• Write for yourself. Do not keep publishing it as your goal. The idea of 
publishing or printing it will inhibit your writing. Let the writing �ow without 
expectations. 

With this much of clarity and rules in place, looks like you are ready 
to start.
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Due to the modern lifestyle, 
there is very little or no 
time that we get to make 
healthy and wholesome 
meals at home. For families 
with children, it becomes a 
lot harder to get the kids to 
eat healthy food. Most often, 
people complain about 
the taste of the food while 
others simply avoid eating 
healthy food.

To enable people to 
experiment and cook 
healthy food, we can either 
recommend or use the 
Healthy Recipes and Calculator app to inspire our meals. 

What is Healthy Recipes and Calculator app? 

Healthy Recipes and Calculator is a mobile application that consists of 
over 5,000 recipes. The website provides a wide variety of international 
cuisine recipes as well as a number of healthy alternatives.

Healthy Recipes and Calculator app provides those recipes which
are �rst home-cooked, tried and tested before they are approved to be 
featured on the site as well as the app.

The app also provides recipes that are specially curtailed for people with 
special diets or follow a speci�c kind of meal.

We Recommend App

Healthy Recipes and Calculator
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The app provides recipes for all the meals of the day, be it breakfast, 
lunch or dinner. The app provides additional information such as 
nutritional information, calculates the number of calories and provides 
seasonal recipes that make cooking fun.

Why use the Healthy Recipes and Calculator app?

The app does not merely feature healthy cooking instructions, it consists 
of a database of recipes which enable the user to narrow down on what 
they want to eat, the ingredients they want to use, the preparation 
time which will be taken to create the dish, the meal, cuisine, the 
occasion, etc.

The app helps you 
search and narrow 
down on those 
recipes based on 
a person’s dietary 
needs. The app 
also allows the 
user to rate the 
recipes and mark 
those recipes 
which they like 
as favourites. 
This option also enables them to come back and try and test the recipe 
as and when they wish to do so.

The app automatically syncs the recipes with its own �tness app. 
Upon use, the app provides additional details on the nutritional values 
of the dish and also offers instructions on how to remain healthy. 
The Healthy Recipes and Calculator app offers additional features that 
also allow the user to share the recipe on social media sites such as 
Facebook and Twitter.

It is an essential app that helps make cooking easy and simple. Be it 
breakfast or a special occasion, the app helps the user to cook great 
dishes. The app can be downloaded for free from the Google Play Store.
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‘Teaching Outside the Box: How to 
Grab Your Students by Their Brains’ 
by LouAnne Johnson, offers both 
personal and practical ideas for 
success in the classroom. Currently 
in its third edition, Johnson’s book 
asks the question, ‘Why do so many 
teacher candidates ace their 
education courses, but then crash 
and burn during their �rst year in 
the classroom?‘ By repeating this 
question throughout the book, she 
presents advice and ideas based on 
student success as a priority. 

At �rst, the eleven chapters in the 
book seem focused toward future 
teachers, but Johnson makes sure 
that both newcomers and experienced teachers can bene�t from the 
chapters’ contents. For example, before addressing speci�c pedagogies, 
she identi�es three �uid categories of teachers - good, excellent and 
super. These categories dependent on personal strengths, intimate 
relationships, professional goals and individual priorities. 

Another valuable consideration is the teaching philosophy, which guides 
every philosophy within the classroom. Keeping this in mind, Johnson 
warns that ‘if you enter your classroom with a clear idea of why you are 
there and what you expect from yourself and your students, you stand a 
much better chance of being a successful teacher’. This philosophy will 

We Recommend Book

Teaching outside the box

Picture credits - amazon.com
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most likely include beliefs about how students learn, practices that 
in�uence learning, and speci�c goals for student learning. By having a 
clear understanding of these factors, teachers can focus on creating 
relationships with their students.

Johnson puts forward the idea of approaching discipline with both logic 
and respect in mind: the consequence being logical in connection to the 
student’s action, and the teacher must maintain a high degree of respect 
for the student. 
Teachers can de�ne 
how to move forward 
by de�ning a clear 
philosophy speci�c 
to discipline students. 
Discipline, expectations, 
rules and procedures 
are all an important 
part of a classroom in 
their own way, and 
when used effectively, 
these pieces allow 
students to be more 
successful in the 
classroom, and ultimately, outside the classroom as well.  

All the topics in the book are relevant to teachers regardless of grades. But, 
it is the angle at which she approaches these common topics that makes 
this book important. This is different from many other teacher books that 
focus on being student centred in regard to lessons and, convenience for 
teachers when it comes to preparation and paperwork. This unique focus 
makes Johnson’s ‘Teaching Outside the Box: How to Grab Your Students by 
Their Brains’ a must read for teachers! 
 

Picture credits - miro.medium
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During my childhood, I had the habit of writing 
everything down – be it my thoughts in a diary, 
things to do list on post its, notes during a class, 
etc. Even in school, we were encouraged to write 
and maintain a ‘classwork’ for each subject 
taught. These notes would be corrected and 
evaluated by the teacher. 

Apart from this, I was encouraged by my teachers and parents, to write 
and rewrite before examinations, so that it would help in better retention. 
I was also urged to write more to keep my handwriting intact. 

Is it the same case today? Do children today write as much as we did? 
Is the habit of writing by hand, using a pen and a paper, still in practice? 

     The evolution
Recently, before the pandemic, I happened to visit a museum. There, while 
I was taking notes, there was this young boy, who was whispering into his 
phone constantly throughout the tour. I realised later that he was using an 
app on his phone to convert audio into text. His was an advanced way of 
taking notes. 

Today, writing has been replaced by many such newer technologies, 
inventions and gadgets. The basic and widely used one being the mobile 
phone. One can take pictures using their devices instead of writing down 
stuff, there are apps exclusively for making notes, there are apps that  

      VARSHA PRASAD
      Editor, TeacherTribe.world

Is the habit of writing
diminishing today?
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convert images and audio into texts, and there are also apps which just 
scans through content and records points in brief. With all these newer 
and cooler inventions being introduced, writing does 
sound outdated right?

     Are these helping? 
The latest technological 
inventions have made work 
easier for all of us, in all walks 
of life. But are we losing our 
basic instincts by using these 
devices and gadgets? 

     When we type something 
out on a text message or on WhatsApp, the autocorrect option is always 
there to our rescue. This corrects our grammar, diction and our spellings. 
Now, how many of us can spell a few dif�cult words without our phones 
correcting us?

     There were times where we used to write down contact numbers and 
details in diaries or books. We could also remember and recollect most of 
them. Now, we have everything stored in the various gadgets that we own. 
Can we remember at least half the phone numbers that we have saved?

     When in school, we would take pages and pages of notes. There would 
be different coloured pens used, highlighters for important points, etc. 
Can we today write 2-3 pages at a stretch without our hands and �ngers 
hurting?

     Technology and its role in our daily lives
All this said, technology does play a vital role in our lives. We co-exist with
technology today – it has shaped the way we think, work and function. 
Thanks to technology, we could all work out of our homes in the pandemic. 
Be it the online classes, webinars, online meetings or webcasts, technology 
has helped us all along. If not for this teachers and other professionals  

While some research has 
proven that writing by 
hand improves physical 
coordination, others have 
shown that it improves 
cognitive development, thinking 
skills, processing skills and 
processing facts in the brain. 
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would have been out of jobs. Children across the world would have wasted 
an year out of school! Can we imagine a situation like that? 

     Importance of writing in the digital world
While technology is very important, especially in today’s world and in the
current situation, maintaining the sharpness of our brains and involving in 
sensory and motor activities is equally crucial. 

So, it is important to get the children to start writing by hand too. It is 
crucial to balance digital usage and writing by hand…to use the 
touchscreen and the pen equally well, with comfort.

Many research and studies have shown and proven that writing by hand is 
indeed very bene�cial. While some research has proven that writing by 
hand improves physical coordination, others have shown that it improves 
cognitive development, thinking skills, processing skills and processing 
facts in the brain. 

In young kids especially, it is proven that writing by hand improves 
hand-eye coordination and motor skills. Hence the concept of teaching 
them to write using chalks and in sand, in playschool. 

While technology cannot be ignored or side-lined, it can be used seamlessly 
to support writing. Technology is here to stay, but writing by hand cannot be 
replaced either. 

Do you agree with me? Share your thoughts on this at 
varsha@greycaps.com.

Varsha Prasad
varsha@greycaps.com

Varsha Prasad
#ProudToBeATeacher

Varsha Prasad is leading TeacherTribe.world initiative from Greycaps, exclusively 
for teachers, as its Editor. She is also the Editor of  TeacherTribe.world magazine. 
It is created by Greycaps to celebrate the contributions of our teachers. She has 
played a vital role in creating many products, which ignite the curiosity of 
children, including the Global Awareness Program, also known as GAP in schools. 
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